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Abstract. The k–nearest–neighbour (k–NN) search algorithm is widely
used in pattern classification tasks. A large set of fast k–NN search al-
gorithms have been developed in order to obtain lower error rates. Most
of them are extensions of fast NN search algorithms where the condi-
tion of finding exactly the k nearest neighbours is imposed. All these
algorithms calculate a number of distances that increases with k. Also,
a vector–space representation is usually needed in these algorithms.
If the condition of finding exactly the k nearest neighbours is relaxed,
further reductions on the number of distance computations can be ob-
tained. In this work we propose a modification of the LAESA (Linear
Approximating and Eliminating Search Algorithm, a fast NN search al-
gorithm for metric spaces) in order to use a certain neighbourhood for
lowering error rates and reduce the number of distance computations at
the same time.
Keywords: Nearest Neighbour, Metric Spaces, Pattern Recognition.

1 Introduction

Non-parametric classification is one of the most widely used techniques in pattern
recognition [2]. One of the simplest techniques (and one of the most popular) is
to use the nearest–neighbour (NN) classifier which, given an unknown sample x,
finds the prototype p in the training set which is closest to x, then it classifies x
in the same class as p. The NN classifier usually obtains acceptable error rates,
but it is possible to obtain better (lower) error rates using a number k of nearest
neighbours. Thus, a k–nearest–neighbour (k–NN) classifier finds the k nearest
neighbours of the sample x, and then, through a voting process, it classifies x in
the class which has most representatives among those k nearest neighbours.

Usually, these classifiers are implemented through an exhaustive search; that
is, all the distances between the sample and the prototypes in the training set are
calculated. When the representation space is an Euclidean space, this exhaustive
search is usually not very time–consuming. On the other hand, when working
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on a metric space1 in which the temporal cost of calculating the distance bet-
ween two prototypes is high (as for instance the edit distance when classifying
handwritten characters [8]), the exhaustive search becomes impractical.

Several algorithms (AESA [7], LAESA [5] and TLAESA [4], among others)
have been developed which find the nearest neighbour in a metric space with a
low number of distance calculations. Also, the AESA algorithm has been exten-
ded [1] to find the k nearest neighbours with a low number of distance calcula-
tions. In this paper, we present an extension of the LAESA algorithm that uses
at most k neighbours to classify the sample. Although this extension does not
find exactly the k nearest neighbours, the error rates obtained are very close to
those of a classifier that uses the exact k nearest neighbours.

In the next section we will introduce the LAESA algorithm and the pro-
posed modification, the Approximating k–LAESA (Ak–LAESA) algorithm. The
following sections describe the experiments and the results obtained, which show
that the Ak–LAESA obtains error rates close to those of a k–NN classifier, while
at the same time calculates a reduced number of distances. Finally we present
the conclusions and we outline some future work.

2 The Ak–LAESA Algorithm

The Ak–LAESA algorithm is derived from the LAESA algorithm [5,6]. This
latter algorithm relies on the triangle inequality to prune the training set. It
uses a lower bound of the real distance between each prototype and the sample,
which is used to eliminate all those prototypes that cannot be closer to the
sample than a given one. The LAESA algorithm has two main steps:

1. Preprocessing step:
This step is carried out before the classification begins. First, it selects a set
of a number of prototypes2 called base prototypes. Then, it calculates and
stores the actual distances between each base prototype and all the other
prototypes in the training set (including the base prototypes).

2. Classification step:
During this step, the distances calculated in the preprocessing step are used
to obtain a lower bound of the distance between each prototype and the
sample. Using this lower bound of the distance, the algorithm iteratively
finds a good candidate to nearest neighbour, calculates the actual distance
between this candidate and the sample and prunes the training set3, until
there is only one prototype: the nearest neighbour.

The Ak–LAESA (see figure 1) is a simple but powerful evolution of the
LAESA algorithm that simply stops the search for the nearest neighbour when
1 A metric space is a representation space which has some kind of metric defined.
2 This number depends exclusively on the dimensionality of data (see [5] for more

details).
3 All the prototypes whose lower bound of the distance is bigger than the actual

distance between the candidate and the sample can be safely eliminated.
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the number of remaining (not pruned) prototypes is less than a number k. Then,
it classifies the sample by voting among those prototypes. Our experiments show
that the number of prototypes used in the voting is in general smaller than k, and
that those prototypes are not exactly the k nearest neighbours. Despite of this,
error rates for this algorithm are very close (different in less than 1%) to those of
a classifier using the exact k nearest neighbours. Also, the algorithm calculates
a lower number of distances than a classifier using the k nearest neighbours, and
also calculates fewer distances than the LAESA algorithm itself.

3 Experiments

In [6] we presented some results of the Ak–LAESA algorithm on synthetic data,
using 2 classes. In this work, the algorithm for generating clustered data appeared
in [3] has been used to generate synthetic data from 4 classes and with two values
for the dimensionality of the generated data: 6 and 10. This algorithm generates
random synthetic data from different classes (clusters) with a given maximum
overlap between them. Each class follows a Gaussian distribution with the same
variance and different randomly chosen means. The overlap was set to 0.04 and
the variance to 0.05, in order to obtain low error rates (less than 8% for the NN
classifier).

Once we had the synthetic data prepared, several partitions of training and
test set with different sizes were made. For training sets, the sizes used were:
1024, 2048, 3072, 4096, 6144 and 8192. The test set size was 512 for all training
set sizes. All experiments were repeated 16 times with different training and test
sets of each size, in order to obtain statistically significative results.

In the first experiment we compare Ak–LAESA error rates with those of the
NN classifier and various k-NN classifiers. The experiment has been repeated for
k = 7 and k = 17, using data of different dimensionalities (see figure 2). As we
could expect, Ak–LAESA has lower error rates than the NN classifier (also lower
than some k–NN classifiers), but they are slightly higher than those of the k–NN
classifiers, using the same value of k. Another point is that the Ak–LAESA does
not always use k prototypes to classify the sample: it uses at most k. This feature
could explain the difference between Ak–LAESA error rates and k–NN classifiers
error rates, for a fixed value of k. The average number of neighbours used by
Ak–LAESA was calculated, in order to perform a more accurate comparison
(see figure 6). The numbers were 5.27 for k = 7 when dimensionality was 6, and
6.78 prototypes with dimensionality 10. For k = 17, the numbers were 9.22 and
15.42, respectively. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the Ak–LAESA with a k–NN
classifier that used aproximately the same number of prototypes (6, 7, 10 and
16 respectively), and also with a k–NN classifier with k = 7 and k = 17. The
error rates of a NN and a 3–NN classifiers also have been plotted.

Even though Ak–LAESA error rates are slightly higher than those of the
k–NN classifiers (but lower than those of a NN classifier), our experiments show
that the number of distance calculations of the Ak–LAESA does not depend on
the size of the training set (see figure 3), while the number of distance calculations
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Input: P ⊂ E, n = |P |; { finite set of training prototypes }
B ⊆ P , m = |B|; { set of Base prototypes }
D ∈ R

n×m; { precomputed n × m array of interprototype distances }
x ∈ E; {test sample }
k ∈ N; { maximum number of neighbours to use }

Output: c ∈ N; { class assigned to the sample x }
Functions: d : E × E → R; { distance function }

VOTING : E → N; { voting function }
Variables: p, q, s, b ∈ P ;

G ∈ R
n; { lower bounds array }

p∗ ∈ E; { best candidate to nearest neighbour }
d∗, dxs, gp, gq, gb ∈ R;
nc ∈ N; { number of computed distances }
stop : Boolean; { used to stop the search }

begin
d∗ := ∞; p∗ := indeterminate; G := [0];
s := arbitrary element(B); nc := 0; stop :=false;
while |P | > 0 and not stop do

dxs := d(x, s); nc := nc + 1; { distance computing }
P := P − {s};
if dxs < d∗ then

d∗ := dxs; p∗ := s { updating d∗, p∗ }
endif
b := indeterminate; gb := ∞; q := indeterminate; gq := ∞;
for every p ∈ P do { eliminating and approximating loop }
if s ∈ B then

G[p] :=max(G[p], |D[p, s] − dxs|); { updating G, if possible }
endif
gp := G[p];
if p ∈ B then { approximating: selecting from B }

if gp < gb then gp := gb; b := p endif
else { p 6∈ B }

if gp >= d∗ then
P := P − {p} { eliminating from P − B }

else { approximating: selecting from P − B }
if gp < gq then gp := gq; q := p endif

endif
endif

endfor
if b 6=indeterminate then s := b
elsif |P | < k then stop :=true { stop the search }
else s := q endif

endwhile
P := P ∪ {p∗}; { retrieve the best candidate to NN }
c :=VOTING(P );

end

Fig. 1. Algorithm Ak–LAESA
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Fig. 2. Error rates of the Ak–LAESA classifier compared to k–NN classifiers when the
training set size increases.
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of a k–NN classifier (when using the exhaustive search) is exactly the size of the
training set. When the temporal cost of calculating the distance between two
prototypes is high, the Ak–LAESA is faster than the k–NN classifier, and obtains
error rates very close to those of the k–NN classifier.

The second experiment was performed to show that the Ak–LAESA calcu-
lates less distances than the LAESA algorithm. Also, as it happens with the
LAESA algorithm, the number of distance calculations does not depend on the
training set size. Figure 3 shows the average number of distance calculations of
the LAESA algorithm, and the Ak–LAESA with k = 3 and k = 7.
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Fig. 3. Average number of distance calculations of the LAESA and Ak–LAESA algo-
rithms, as the training set size increases.

The aim of the third experiment was to show the behaviour of Ak–LAESA
when the value of k increases, and a comparison with the behaviour of a k–
NN classifier was also made. As shown in figure 4, the error rate starts (with
dimensionality 6) at a value close to 7% in both classifiers. As the value of k
increases, the rate tends to a 4% for the k–NN classifier and to a 5% for Ak–
LAESA. Figure 5 plots the average difference between Ak–LAESA error rates
and the k–NN classifier error rates, showing that the k–NN classifier error rates
are lower, but the difference is (with dimensionality 6 and 10) less than 1%.

Finally, an experiment was developed to find out how many prototypes used
by the Ak–LAESA algorithm to classify were actually among the k nearest
neighbours (see figure 6). The tables in figure 6 show, for two different values of
k:

1. The average number of prototypes used by the Ak–LAESA in the voting
process,

2. How many of these prototypes are among the k nearest neighbours (and
also the percentage), that is, how many of the final prototypes used by the
Ak–LAESA are one of the k nearest neighbours.

3. How many are among the 2k nearest neighbours, and
4. How many are among the 4k nearest neighbours.
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Fig. 4. Error rates of the Ak–LAESA classifier compared to k–NN classifier, as the
value of k increases.

The results show that the number of prototypes used by the Ak–LAESA which
are among the k nearest neighbours decreases as dimensionality increases, while
at the same time Ak–LAESA error rates improve (see figure 4).

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed a fast classifier based on the LAESA algorithm [5] which
obtains error rates close to those of a k–NN classifier, while calculating a low
number of distances. Also the temporal and spatial complexities of the Ak–
LAESA algorithm are the same than those of the LAESA algorithm. The Ak–
LAESA error rates (and its behaviour as k increases) are very close to those of a
classifier that uses the k nearest neighbours. The Ak–LAESA performance seem
not to decrease as the size of the training set grows. Also, this behaviour of the
Ak–LAESA seems to improve as dimensionality of data increases.

As for the future, we will explore the behaviour of the Ak–LAESA with data
of dimensionalities higher than those used for these experiments. Also, we plan
to apply this algorithm to real data tasks.

Currently, the base prototypes selection algorithm of the Ak–LAESA has
been borrowed from the LAESA algorithm, and we have also used the LAESA’s
optimal number of base prototypes for each value of the dimensionality. We think
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Fig. 5. Average difference between error rates of the Ak–LAESA classifier a k–NN
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Dimensionality 6
Value of Prototypes Among Among Among

k Used k NN 2k NN 4k NN
7 5.27 2.33 (44%) 3.04 (58%) 3.74 (71%)
17 9.22 5.14 (56%) 6.49 (70%) 7.61 (83%)

Dimensionality 10
Value of Prototypes Among Among Among

k Used k NN 2k NN 4k NN
7 6.78 1.42 (21%) 1.86 (27%) 2.56 (38%)
17 15.42 3.61 (23%) 5.57 (36%) 8.15 (53%)

Fig. 6. Prototypes used by the Ak–LAESA which are among the k nearest neighbours.
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that a different number of base prototypes or a different selection algorithm for
base prototypes can improve the error rates of the Ak–LAESA, specially with
low dimensionality data.
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